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U8s

Session 7: Cut backs

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Awareness
-Body control with ball
-Quick changes

Activity 1

SQUARE DRIBBLE
(10-15min)
Each player has a ball
Kids dribble within square
and should not run into
cones, other players or
other balls

Click to insert session diagram

Progression: Add commands “up”
and player jumps up “down” player
touches ground “turn” player goes
in opposite direction “switch”
player leaves ball and gets
someone else’s, toe taps, etc… Tell
them to do something creative with
ball (anything goes-even handsthis is how skilled players learn new
moves and make things happen)
-Technique: plating foot, body
balance
-Quick step after cut back

Activity 2

CUT BACKS (10-15min)
Demonstrate inside of foot
cutback. Practice within
same grid
Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

2v2 EITHER END ZONE:
(15-20min)
Make a grid that has two
endzones. Kids can score
by dribbling into any
endzone

Objectives

Progression:
-Demonstrate other cutbacks:
There are 3 main cutbacks: inside of
foot, outside of foot, and behind
planted foot. This is a foundational
skill for more advanced ball control.
-Have kids dribble toward a cone
that is a defender and then they do
a cutback

Key Coaching Points
-Need to control our bodies in
various positions
-Need to control the ball when off
balance
-Quickness
DISCOVERY QUESTION
-What did you need to do as you
were dribbling?
-What did you need to do when
you were closer to another player?

-Slow and correct is better than
fast and wrong
-Explode after making cutback
-"Wrap" the kicking foot around
the ball
DISCOVERY QUESTION:
-When would a cutback be useful
-Why is it important to make a
quick first step?

-Decision making on when to
cutback (forward isn't always best
choice)
-Trying various cutbacks and
experimenting
-Changing speed

-Proper technique
-Looking for open space

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points

DISCOVERY QUESTION:
-When did you have to go in the
opposite direction?

Click to insert session diagram

Final Game

5v5
(20-25min)

HOMEWORK:
Do 20 cutbacks. 10 each foot.

Click to insert session diagram
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COACHING REMINDER:
Fun is still a very big motivator
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